Gender role strain, core schemas, and psychotic experiences in ethnically diverse women: A role for sex- and gender-based analysis in psychosis research?
Negative -self and -others core schemas have been implicated in the development and maintenance of psychotic experiences. One component of the self-system is gender-role strain (GRS; perceived discrepancy between actual self and gender-role norms). Although the role of gender in the formation of core schemas has been underscored in social and developmental psychology literatures, GRS has not been investigated in relation to psychosis. We examined whether it might be associated with negative schemas and psychotic experiences in women consistent with the trend toward sex- and gender-based analysis (SGBA) in health research. Forty-four women with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder diagnosis and 48 female nonclinical participants completed a series of questionnaires measuring GRS, femininity ideology, core schemas, childhood trauma, and implicit femininity stereotypes (The Gender Stereotype Implicit Association Test). Half the total sample comprised women with minority-ethnic status. Women in the psychosis group reported higher levels of GRS than comparison participants. Differences in endorsement of femininity ideology between the two groups narrowly missed significance with a trend toward greater femininity ideology in the psychosis group and significantly greater endorsement of the sexual purity domain for minority-ethnic women. There was no difference in implicit femininity stereotypes. Analyses suggested that the relationship between GRS and symptoms was mediated by negative -self and -others schemas. Childhood sexual trauma, though higher for women with psychosis, was associated with gender-role strain in the nonclinical sample only. Findings warrant further investigation with larger samples. SGBA has the potential to fill gaps in our current knowledge with regard to psychosis theory, research, and practice.